
SOLID  
HARDWOOD

FLOORS
INSTALLING WITH CLIPS

CREATING EXCEPTIONAL SPACES

TIPS AND GUIDANCE
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The building must be weather tight. The heating system 

must be installed, tested and during the heating season 

should be in operation. Cast concrete elements, screeding 

and other wet trades, which contribute moisture to the 

building, e.g. tiling, plastering and priming of paintwork 

must also be completed and fully dry.

The relative humidity in the building must be between 

35 - 65% RH (UK) and the temperature approx. 20° C.

The residual moisture contained in the concrete or 

screedmust not exceed 90% RH. (UK: Concrete moisture 

max. 75% RH according to BS 8201, when checked by 

measurement with a hygrometer). For timber based 

subfloors the moisture content should not exceed 12%.

Solid floor boards should always be installed immediately 

after arrival at the building site. Don´t break the 

packaging open until just prior to installing the floor, i.e. 

no acclimatising of the boards on site must take place.

BEFORE INSTALLING..!

Before starting the installation 
carfully read the laying instructions  
at Junckers Technical Information, 
www.junckers.com.

N
B !

Se the film on how to install Junckers solid 
hardwood floors with Junckers Clip system
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CROSS-CUT SAW 

JOINT PULLER

MEASURING TAPE

STRAIGHT EDGE

JIGSAW HAMMER

TRY-SQUARE

PENCIL

TAPPING BLOCK

FOLDING RULE

SYLVAFIX JOINT GLUE

STANLEY KNIFE
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CLIP SPACING AND CONSUMPTION
14mm and 22mm 2-strip parquet
Residential: 13 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 700mm
Commercial: 17 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm

15 mm and 20,5 mm plank
15 x 129mm: 17 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm.
20.5 x 140mm: 16 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm. 
20.5 x 185mm: 13 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm.

Ships decking, 2-strip parquet or plank 
Residential and commercial:
129mm floor board width: 17 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm.
20.5 x 140mm: 16 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm. 
20.5 x 185mm: 13 clips per m², corresponding to a clip spacing of max. 500mm.

HOW TO INSTALL...
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Traditional straight edge: The 
subfloor must be flat with a 
maximum deviation of 2mm under 

a 1.5 m straight edge (UK: 3mm under a 2 m straight 
edge). The surface must be smooth. Any minor 
irregularities must be corrected.

Straight edge with supports: The subfloor must be 
flat with a maximum deviation of ± 2mm under a 2 
m straight edge (2mm supports). The surface must 
be smooth. Any minor irregularities, e.g. across day 
joints, must be corrected so that the maximum 
localised deviation from flat level is ± 0.6mm under a 
0.25 m straight edge (0.6mm supports).

01 On concrete and screeded floors use Junckers 
PolyFoam as a combined underlay and moisture 
barrier, with lapped joints and turned well up at 

walls, etc. Remember to use the built-in tape to join the overlaps.

On timber sub-floors JunckersFoam is used as an intermediate layer 
with close fitting joints.

On intermediate layer of flooring grade Polystyrene laid on concrete, a 
0.20mm PE membrane with 200mm overlap at all joints is placed on 
the Polystyrene.

Under floor heating:
For clip systems laid on concrete or screed, with cast-in heating pipes 
or cables, an extra 0.20mm PE membrane moisture barrier is laid 
beneath the JunckersFoam/PolyFoam.
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4a

04
It is recommended to install 

the floor boards parallel to the 

longest side of the room. Turn 

the floor board over and tap 

the end of the clip with the hole(s) into the groove 

on the back of the floor board. The plain end of clip 

must point in same direction as the tongue. This is 

also the laying direction. (Fig. 4.a).

For 140mm and 185mm planks with double clip 

groove: use the groove closest to the tongue.

Place the floor board with the tongue pointing away 

from the wall. Continue to the end of the row, gluing 

the header joints (Fig. 4.b). Cut the last floor board 

to length, use the off cut to start the next row. Pleae 

note that solid floor boards never must be glued 

lengthwise.

The gap between the end of the boards and the 

wall is filled with Junckers expansion strip (Fig. 

4c). Ensure a close fit. For floors more than 25 m 

in length it may be necessary to build joints into the 

floor.

4b

4c

The first and last row of floor boards are installed 
leaving a clear expansion gap at the wall using as 
follows: 

2mm for every metre of floor width at each side , min. 12mm (UK: min. 
15mm). (Fig. 5a).

First and last clip against the walls: Maximum 80mm from the end of the 
board. First and last row 400 mm centres. All other rows, either 500mm 
or 700mm depending on product, see section 3.

Always use minimum 2 clips per floor board.
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06 Clips must be staggered by approx. 50mm. Use 
temporary spacers or wedges between the wall and the 
first row of boards to form the expansion gap.

To lay subsequent rows of floor boards, tap the joints 
together, using a wooden block working evenly along the 
board.

5a

5b
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7a Install the floor boards 
with the joints in a random 
pattern. Distribute the 

header board end joints as far apart as 
possible. The distance between header joints 
in two successive rows should be at least     
250mm. 

2-strip floors: Stave joints in one row of 
boards should not be in line with stave joints 
in a neighbouring row, and must be at least 
50mm apart.

7b Be sure that the clip end is located 
correctly in the clip groove. When the floor

boards are beeing laid, the loose clip end 
from the previous floor board will locate 
automatically into the clip groove of the next 
floor board. 

7c Carefully knock the boards together using 
a tapping block.
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7b

7a 7c

8a The last row of boards 
must be trimmed to 
width. Remember to 

leave the clear expansion gap between the 
board and the wall.

8b The tongue of floor boards in last row
are glued and assembled to the floor
boards in previous row. Only the last row
floor boards are allowed to be glued
lengthwise.

8c Use a joint puller to slot the last floor
board into place.

Remember to remove spacer blocks
before fitting the skirting.
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09 Intermediate layer is cut at the upper edge
of the flooring surface.

Fit the skirting boards.
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The clip system is specially developed for Junckers solid hardwood 
floors and can be installed over existing dry and flat sub floors, 
such as old wooden floors, vinyl and linoleum. Installation over 
concrete floors or screeds is possible, if the residual moisture 
does not exceed a maximum of 90 % RH. (75 % in UK).

JunckersFoam is an underlay with a good step sound 
reduction for use with floating floors. Used where moisture 
barrier is not required. 

Junckers 2mm Polyfoam is an underlay with a built-in 
moisture barrier and also functions as a step sound reduction 
underlay.

An additional 0.2mm Polythene moisture barrier is required 
over heated screeds.
Choice of intermediate layer for different sub floors types, see 
table.

Clips are available in different sizes according to 
various air humidity ranges.
The clip size is selected primarily on the basis of the 
expected maximum relative humidity in the building 
during the course of the year. However, in order to 
minimize the overall movements of larger floors it 
may be necessary to choose a larger clip than that 
corresponding to the expected maximum RH, see 
Table.

For ships decking always use 3-hole clips (129.8mm).

For Junckers plank 20.5 x 140 mm and Junckers 
Boulevard planks, 20.5 x 185mm, always use 2-hole 
clips (129.4mm) or larger.

CHOICE OF CLIP TYPE

NB! Questions about areas affected by moisture, heat critical areas 
 or under floor heating. Contact Junckers technical service.

Old wooden floors 
(2-strip, plank, engneered) ✓

Chipboard/plywood
(with/without cork, vinyl, 
linoleum)

✓

Concrete, screed and 
other cementitous floors ✓

Tiled floors ✓

Under floor heating, 
in screed ✓ ✓

Under floor heating, in
Polystyrene insulation ✓
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UNDERLAYS AND 
MOISTURE BARRIERS

All Junckers wooden floors 
are tested and approved by 
the Danish Indoor Climate 

Organisation
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Clip type
(label colour)

Humidity range (%) Clip size

0-hole (white)* 10-40** 128.8

1-hole (green) 25-55** 129.1

2-hole (yellow) 40-65 129.4

2½-hole (black) 55-75 129.6

3-hole (red) 65-85 129.8

4-hole (orange) 75-95 130.2

*This clip type is used in arctic- and desert areas. Acclimating of the 
wood prior to installation is necessary.

**In a very dry environment there will be some larger permanent gaps 
between the floorboards. Specifiers are advised to contact Junckers 
Technical department if such conditions are anticipated. With all clip 
sizes there will always be gaps when the relative humidity falls to, or 
below, the lower end of the recommended range.



It is worth mentioning that the clip system 
may also be used when installing Junckers 
Ship Decking floors. Use a 3-hole clip which 
provides the correct 10-board measurement. The 
general clip laying instructions also apply to Ship 
Decking floors with the following exception:

The clips will be fitted at 500mm centres,  
and clip centres for the first and last row will 
be 400mm (step 4). Ships decking floors are 
especially suited for rooms with under floor 
heating. This is because the black rubber feature 
strips which create the Ships Decking ”look”, 
absorb the natural seasonal movement of  
the floor.

Junckers solid wooden floors always feel warm 
and comfortable, but the floors are of course also 
suitable with under floor heating.  
Under floor heating systems for wooden floors 
come as electrical or hot water systems. For 
both systems, it is important that they must 
provide uniform heat distribution and the surface 
temperature of the floor must not exceed 27˚ C.

Clips can be used where heating pipes or cables 
are embedded in concrete or screed. In these 
cases an extra layer of a 0.20mm PE moisture 
barrier with 200mm overlap is recommended. 
The PE moisture barrier is placed beneath the 
Junckers PolyFoam. Both underlays are taped 
at the joints and the PE moisture barrier is 
turned up against the wall behind the skirting. 
The properties of the wooden floor mean that 
underfloor heating must be regulated slowly 
both up and down.

SHIPS DECKING

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

Read more about installing with clips and under floor heating at www.junckers.com 
(Technical Information) or order our Under Floor Heating brochure.
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